Super Crossword

ACROSS
1 Warlocks' 8 Missus' counterparts
2 Impetus 19 Sinister look
20 Is an affront to 21 Castor, e.g.
22 First page in a news magazine?
25 Pat Wee of old baseball
26 Bewilder 27 Starchy pudding
28 Give fizz to 29 QED's center
30 Auto variety 31 Have no subscription to a humor magazine?
32 Otter relative 33 Apple variety
34 Hawaii "Pine O" nickname 35 Business magazine shared by a mother, a father and their kids?
36 Gazing 37 Resin used in adhesives
38 Heady quaff 53 Snitch

MAGAZINE ENTERTAINMENT

55 Novelist, e.g.
56 Garr of the screen
57 Billy Joel's "$- It Goes"
58 Trainways float unit
59 Small bay
60 Classic Fords
61 I demand to see that financial magazine!?
62 You — kiddin'!
63 Pen-filled attraction
64 Sainthood ring
65 Celebrity magazine that's not a special issue?
66 Diminished
67 Old salts
68 Firetruck noise
69 Eat supper
70 Bests
71 Hence
72 "Sheesh!"
73 "Artist Max"
74 Started to wake
75 Inheriting a fashion magazine?
76 Concerning the kidneys
77 Rainbow flag initialism
78 Carpenter's gun, perhaps
79 Post-it stuck in a page of a wellness magazine?
80 Back of a 45 record
81 Harper of "Far North"
82 First game of the season
83 Artsy NYC district
84 Pilat base
85 Ties together
86 Drop a health magazine in a filled batthub?
87 Map feature
88 Having two complete chromosome sets
89 Ponderous principality
90 Prescient types
91 Has ill will for
92 Pays a visit in

DOWN
1 Fly trapper
2 "— been there"
3 Three of two sharp turns
4 Former ring king
5 Tear apart
6 Ruling house
7 Capture
8 Spy resident
9 Alons' ship
10 Closest buds, briefly
11 Antiseptic solution brand
12 British architect
13 Astronomer Hale
14 Cleveland-to-Akron dir.
15 Many a TSA employee
16 Its capital is San Juan
17 At right angles to the keel
18 Haile Selassie disciple, informally
19 Jabbed with a bent leg
20 Novelist Buntline
21 Nixon's veep Spiro
22 Lacking vigor
23 Got as profit
24 Knight suits
25 Friend of Alice Kraden
26 In a new way
27 Trail mix bit
28 Faucet
29 Actor Ron
30 Stick (out)
31 Engine part
32 Antiquated
33 Dresden's river
34 "Bring — !
35 Campbell of the screen
36 —- Poupon
37 Certain
38 Christian
39 Laos' home
40 Be seepy
41 — Na Na
42 Shared PC system
43 Wine and dine, maybe
44 Janitors tools
45 Flair
46 Unuly bunch
47 Gun lobbyists' gp.
48 Seven Great Plains natives
49 Have a hissy
50 Ems, zwei, — ...
51 "OK, you win!"
52 Picnic place, in Paris
53 Ceilings
54 Not clumsy
55 Prickly feeling
56 Follows as a result
57 Hinders
58 Penlight-welding doc
59 Advance exams
60 Madrid Mr.
61 Links target
62 Texier's "Yozwa!
63 Longoria of the screen
64 —- Kapital!
65 Diminish
66 Minimal bit of cash
67 Nielsen of "Airplane!
68 "Ora pro —
69 Share a view
70 Jittery
71 Purfs., e.g.
72 Deep anger
73 Aria queens
74 Have way too much, for short
75 Prefix with space
76 Prez on a dime
77 Quary
78 Pieces for forks
79 Abbr.
80 123 Best
81 CPA hiror
82 Sky sphere
83 Call of dissonant
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